
TONE COLOUR refers to that aspect 

of sound that allows the listener to identify 

the sound source or combinations of sound sources.

Board of Studies NSW 1999, Music 1 Stage 6 Preliminary and HSC Courses, Sydney, NSW.

This chapter will help you to discuss tone colour in terms of:

sound source material:s¬  for example, wood, metal, string, skin, electronic and 
vocal

method of sound production:s¬  for example, blowing, hitting, plucking, scraping 
and shaking

combination of sound sources:s¬  for example, single voice, multiple voices, voices 
accompanied or unaccompanied by instruments.

After completing this chapter, check that you understand and can apply the 
following:

types of instruments and voices

combinations of voices and instruments

acoustic sounds

electronic sounds

synthesised sounds

sound production methods

traditional and non-traditional ways of using sound sources.

Tone colour

CHAPTER

4
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LISTENING  

ACTIVITY PIECES

‘Pelican Dreaming’ 
by Darren Percival 

(page 90)

‘Down in Africa’ 
by Mr Percival  

(page 90)

‘Nexus’ 
by Don Banks 

(page 91)

ADDITIONAL 

SUGGESTED 

LISTENING PIECES

‘Malcolm Smith’ 
by Tiddas

‘Barcelona’ 
by Freddie Mercury and 

Montserrat Caballé

‘Maninyas’ 
by Ross Edwards

‘Habanera’, from  

Bizet’s Carmen 

by Filippa Giordano

‘Star Tribes’ 
by Stephen Leek
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When you hear the voice of someone you know, even though you 

cannot see them it is likely that you will recognise them. You would 

first detect whether the voice is male or female, then identify aspects of the 

quality of the sound. In the same way, we identify instruments by the various 

sounds that performers draw from them. It is the tone colour that allows 

us to differentiate sounds, such as the sound of a violin or the voice of a 

soprano.

 Tone colour refers to the quality of sound. It derives from the sounds 

made by the material of the instrument or voice, the techniques employed in 

producing the sound, the layers of sound and the effects the sound has on 

the music.

SOUND SOURCES

SOUND

DESCRIPTIONS OF

TONE COLOUR

MUSICAL

EFFECTS

INSTRUMENTAL AND

VOCAL TECHNIQUES

TONE COLOUR

COMBINING

SOUND SOURCES

A breakdown of the concept of tone colour

MAKING OF SOUND
Sound is anything you can hear. It is the result of waves of vibrating air 

particles that travel from the source through the air to our eardrum, which 

picks up the vibrations as sound that we hear.

The main features of all sound waves are frequency (the length of the sound 

wave) and amplitude (the height of the sound wave). These features determine 

the sound’s volume and pitch.

We can visualise how sound is created by beating a drum. We can see the 

vibrations of the drumskin; what we cannot see is the effect on the air particles 

around it. The movement of the drumskin pushes air particles together 

then pulls them back. The energy transferred to the air particles moves the 

vibrations outwards until they reach our ears as the sound of the drumbeat.

Frequency is the number of sound waves per second. The level of vibration 

can affect the pitch of the sound heard: waves with a low frequency (slow 

vibrations), which have a longer wavelength, produce low sounds; waves with 

a high frequency have shorter wavelengths (fast vibrations) and produce high 

sounds.

Tone colour is that aspect of 

sound that allows the listener 

to identify the sound source 

or combinations of sound 

sources.

Sound results from moving 

air particles, which is why 

sound does not travel through 

a vacuum.

Thick strings on a musical 

instrument vibrate slowly 

and therefore have a low 

sound. Thin strings have a 

fast vibration and therefore 

produce a high sound.

Listening to an ambulance 

siren illustrates the behaviour 

of sound waves. Because of 

a phenomenon known as 

the Doppler effect, as the 

ambulance approaches then 

passes, the sound of the siren 

changes in pitch. As it moves 

further and further away, the 

sound waves from the siren 

grow longer and the sound is 

heard at a lower pitch.
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Material of the instrument
The material an instrument is made from is important to its sound. Many 

different materials can be shaped and moulded into musical instruments. 

We can group materials into six main categories within which we can note 

similarities in sound qualities:

woods�

metals�

strings�

skins�

electronics�

vocal.s�

Method of producing sound
Instruments are made from particular materials, such as wood or brass, and 

the materials are important to their sound. However, to produce any sound 

from an instrument, there must be a sound production method. The methods 

of producing sound from instruments can be grouped as follows:

hittings�

blowings�

shakings�

scrapings�

plucking.s�

Material is the substance used 

to make something, such as 

the strings of a guitar.

(a) The vibrations of the drumskin cause the pushing and pulling of air particles, which creates 

waves that travel to the ear and are heard as sound. (b) A wave’s frequency as measured on a 

cathode ray oscilloscope. Frequency is the number of sound waves per second.

High frequency wave

Tuning fork

Low frequency wave

Tuning fork

(b)(a)

Air particles

Drumskin
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Below are some examples of instruments that use each of these methods to 

produce their sound.

Hitting drum kits¬

timpanis¬

Blowing trumpets¬

flutes¬

Shaking maracass¬

tambourines¬

Scraping violins¬

guiros¬

Plucking double basss¬

electric guitars¬

Types of sound
The material used and the method of producing the sound create a type 

of sound. In music, these types can be acoustic, electronic or synthesised. 

Acoustic sounds are mechanical: there must be something vibrating and 

moving for an acoustic sound to be produced. An electronic sound is created 

by electronic means, such as through an amplifier. For example, a violin 

produces an acoustic sound, but when an electric violin is plugged into an 

amplifier, it is an electronic instrument; that is, the instrument needs this 

device to produce the particular sound of an electric violin.

Acoustic sound
Acoustic derives from a Greek word meaning ‘able to be heard’. In music, the 

term has come to refer to sounds that are not electronic.

An acoustic sound is one that is ‘raw’ — that is, it is not created, modified 

or enhanced electronically. When a band plays ‘unplugged’, it plays acoustic 

instruments that are not plugged into an amplifier. The term acoustic refers 

most often to the guitar and double bass: the former can be acoustic, semi-

acoustic or electric; the latter can be a stand-up acoustic double bass or an 

electric bass guitar.

Electronic sound
An electronic sound is a sound that is produced or modified by electronic 

means. There are two ways that an electronic sound can be heard:

from a raw sound that is electronically enhanced, such as through an s�

electric guitar

from a source that can be s� produced only by electronic means — for 

example, a synthesiser or MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface).

Synthesised sound

The synthesiser is classed as an electronic instrument because the sound is 

produced electronically only. It takes the form of a keyboard instrument with 

many features and programming options. Many sounds can be programmed 

into a synthesiser and many instruments can be mimicked for use in 

entertainment as well as for computer-generated composing.

As we saw on page 71, sound waves have particular shapes and lengths 

that represent particular sounds. The shapes of sound waves can be copied 

into a synthesiser and the synthesiser will mimic the sounds they represent. 

 HSC TIP  When 

identifying the sound 

source, start in general 

terms then add specific 

details: 

1. Identify the material.

2. Identify the method 

of production.

Acoustic sound is non-

electronic sound. It is 

mechanical, in that something 

needs to be vibrating in order 

to produce acoustic sound.

SOUND BITE 4.1

A typical acoustic sound

Electronic sound is sound 

created by electronic 

technology.

SOUND BITE 4.2

A typical electronic sound

Synthesised sound is made 

by combining (synthesising) 

sounds from electronic outputs.

SOUND BITE 4.3

A typical synthesised sound
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A keyboard synthesiser can mimic many different sounds representing all the 

instruments of an orchestra. On a synthesiser, you can design wave shapes 

and lengths in order to create individual sounds.

Materials

Production methods

Types of sound

SOUND SOURCES

SOUND

DESCRIPTIONS OF

TONE COLOUR

MUSICAL

EFFECTS

INSTRUMENTAL AND

VOCAL TECHNIQUES

TONE COLOUR

COMBINING

SOUND SOURCES

wood

metal

string

skin

electronic

hit

blow

scrape

shake

pluck

acoustic

electronic

synthesised

vocal

The main features of sound in music

CONCEPT CHECK ½½½ MAKING SOUND

1. Name two materials that an instrument can be made from.

2. Listen to the sound bite. Identify whether the material of the sound source is 
wood, metal, string, skin, electronic or vocal.

3. Name two instruments that you hit in order to produce the sound.

4. Listen to the sound bite. Is the sound produced by hitting, blowing, shaking, 
scraping or plucking?

5. Describe an acoustic sound.

6. Listen to the sound bite. Identify the sound or sounds you hear in the excerpt as 
either acoustic or electronic.

SOUND BITE 4.4

Concept check 1 — Making 

sound 1

SOUND BITE 4.5

Concept check 2 — Making 

sound 2

SOUND BITE 4.6

Concept check 3 — Making 

sound 3

TYPES OF SOUND SOURCES
Sound sources, according to the syllabus, refer to any sounds that you can 

hear. Sound sources include performing media (musical instruments and 

voices) and also sounds that are unconventional (such as a cannon fi ring or a 

voice laughing) and electronic.
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Performing media/sound sources
The meanings of the terms sound sources, performing media, and instruments 

and voices overlap. The HSC Music 1 syllabus defi nes sound sources as 

anything that you can hear that derives from a source of some kind, such 

as a musical instrument, and this is how we refer to them in this chapter. 

Performing media and instruments usually refer to named musical 

instruments and voices. These instruments can be orchestral instruments, 

such as a violin; popular instruments, such as a drum kit; or traditional 

instruments, such as a bouzouki. Voices are created by the human voice, as 

used in traditional, classical or popular singing. Performing media are the 

instruments and voices used to perform a piece of music.

Types of instruments
Musical instruments can be broadly categorised into Western and world 

instruments (i.e. those from outside the Western tradition):

Western musical instruments have four categories: strings; woodwind; s�

percussion and brass.

World musical instruments have four categories: membranophones; s�

chordophones; aerophones and idiophones.

Western instruments
Western instruments are those that belong to the four families of instruments 

from the orchestra: strings, percussion, woodwind and brass. The table below 

lists the Western instruments that are usually included in each category. Some 

non-orchestral instruments, such as the saxophone, can also be included in 

this group of instruments. Particular instruments have distinctive sounds that 

we can describe in general terms; for example, an oboe can be said to have a 

‘nasal’ quality, and a voice could be described as having a ‘raspy’ tone.

To listen to examples of Western instruments, log on to www.jacplus.com.au 

and access the weblinks for this chapter.

Western instruments: examples from each category

Categories Instruments

Strings Main orchestral strings Violin

Viola

Cello

Double bass

Other string instruments Harp

Acoustic guitar

Electric guitar

Bass guitar

Ukulele

Banjo

Mandolin

 HSC TIP  Performing 

media and sound sources 

are interchangeable 

terms  in the HSC 

syllabus, and either 

term may be used in 

the Music 1 Aural Skills 

examination. However, 

if you are asked to 

compare the performing 

media and sound 

sources of one excerpt, 

‘performing media’ 

will usually refer to the 

musical instruments 

and voices and ‘sound 

sources’ will usually refer 

to unconventional and 

electronic sound sources.

Weblink:

Western instruments

The piano can be classified 

in both the strings and 

percussion families. Its 

material is strings although 

the sound production 

method is ‘hitting’, which is 

percussion. More specifically, 

it is a chordophone within a 

category of its own.
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Categories Instruments

Woodwind Main woodwind instruments Flute 

Oboe

Clarinet

Bassoon

Other woodwind instruments Bass clarinet

Cor anglais

Piccolo

Double bassoon

Saxophone Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Baritone

Brass Main orchestral brass instruments Trumpet

French horn 

Trombone

Tuba

Other brass instruments Cornet

Euphonium

Baritone horn

Sousaphone

Bugle

Percussion Orchestral percussion instruments Tuned Glockenspiel

Timpani

Xylophone

Metalophone

Marimba

Vibraphone

Tubular bells

Untuned Bass drum

Castanets

Chimes 

Claves

Congas 

Cymbals

Gong 

Tambourine

Sleigh bells

Woodblock

Other percussion Drum kit
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Instruments of world music
Musical instruments from many cultures around the world cannot be 

classifi ed neatly into the four families of the orchestra that relate to Western 

music. World music has its own four-group classifi cation for the numerous 

musical instruments of the hundreds of cultures around the world. These 

groups, based on four features of instrument design, are:

membranophoness�  — instruments with a membrane, or skin, stretched 

over them that are usually, although not always, drum-like 

chordophoness�  — instruments that use strings for sound production

aerophoness�  — instruments that are blown into

idiophoness�  — characterised by vibration of the entire instrument, usually 

by shaking.

To hear examples of some instruments of world music, log on to www.jacplus.

com.au and access the weblinks for this chapter.

Types of voices
All instruments have set ranges and limits. Composers study these ranges in 

order to write music that is appropriate for particular instruments or voices. 

An instrument’s range is not relevant to this concept of music. Here we are 

more concerned with recognising the instrument than knowing its limitations. 

(Instrumental registers and ranges are discussed in chapter 2, pages 32–3.) 

Knowing the vocal ranges, however, will help you to distinguish voice types.

Vocal sounds are any sounds that are produced by the voice. In music, 

the voice can be used in many different ways. Most commonly we hear the 

singing voice, but other vocal sounds may be used in a piece of music, such as 

speaking, screaming, laughing, breathing or whispering (an example can be 

heard in George Crumb’s ‘Ancient Voices of Children’).

A person’s voice can be classifi ed as belonging to one of four main vocal 

ranges: soprano, alto, tenor or bass. Female voices can be either soprano or 

alto; male vocal types can be tenor or bass. When describing a full choir with 

all vocal ranges, we refer to an SATB (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass) choir.

Voices can be categorised further as shown in the table below. In terms of 

vocal range, coloratura is the highest female voice and bass is the lowest male 

vocal type. Listed are the main vocal types you may hear.

Main vocal types

Gender Vocal range

Female Coloratura

Soprano

Mezzo-soprano

Alto

Male Tenor

Baritone

Bass

A kazoo is, unexpectedly, 

a membranophone as it 

traditionally used a type of 

skin that vibrated to produce 

its sound.

Weblink:

Instruments of world music

 HSC TIP  In the 

Music 1 Aural Skills 

exam, if you are unsure 

of the instrument being 

played, try to describe 

the sound. You might 

also mention what the 

instrument is like; for 

example, when hearing 

a traditional Turkish 

fl ute called a ney, you 

might identify it as a 

‘fl ute-like instrument’.

SOUND BITE 4.7

Female vocals: soprano

SOUND BITE 4.8

Female vocals: alto

SOUND BITE 4.9

Male vocals: tenor

SOUND BITE 4.10

Male vocals: bass
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Most adult choirs include soprano, alto, tenor and bass vocal types.

Another vocal type is falsetto. Falsetto is characterised in chapter 3 as an 

expressive technique as it can be used to enhance the style of a piece of music. 

It refers to the higher register of a singing voice, usually male. Falsetto can be 

heard in much mainstream music, such as in the singing of the late Freddie 

Mercury from the musical group Queen, Michael Jackson, Justin Timberlake 

and Ben Harper. A yodel is the rapid change between chest and high (falsetto) 

register.

To hear more examples of vocal types, log on to www.jacplus.com.au and 

access the weblinks for this chapter.

Vocal sounds in music

Vocal group Description Musical style most common

Solo voice (male or female)
Soprano, alto, tenor, bass and s¬

subcategories of these
Non-Western traditional vocal singing, s¬

such as throat singing

A singer singing by themselves All styles of music
There are many kinds of solo singing s¬

that relate to particular styles, such as 
classical singing for operatic arias.
Many cultures use the voice extensively s¬

in their traditional songs and music.

Solo with back-up singers Solo singer with backing vocalists, who 
mainly provide the harmony while the 
soloist holds the main melody

Mainstream music

Choir (small, medium or large group) A group of singers, usually singing in 
harmony; sometimes in SATB (soprano/
alto/tenor/bass) form

All styles of music

Chorus A group of singers singing in harmony in 
the context of dramatic art

Operas¬

Musical theatres¬

Oratorio A solo singer (usually in a classical style) 
usually accompanied by a full orchestra 
and choir

Western art music

A cappella A group (usually small) of unaccompanied 
singers

Mostly Medieval and twentieth- and s¬

twenty-fi rst-century art music
Popular music (e.g. Boyz II Men)s¬

Soul (e.g. The Temptations)s¬

Folk traditions (e.g. ‘Kaval Sviri’)s¬

 HSC TIP  If you are 

unsure which specifi c 

vocal type you hear, 

then observations such 

as ‘choral’ or ‘male 

vocals’ or ‘female vocals’ 

are acceptable for the 

examination.

Weblink

Vocal types
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As mentioned, you may hear unusual vocal sounds in a piece of music — for 

example, speaking, screaming, laughing, breathing or whispering. These non-

traditional sounds are usually shown by composers on a musical score using 

graphic notation.

Sounds: unconventional and electronic

As well as performing media, we may also hear other sound sources in a piece 

of music. Such ‘unconventional’ sounds may include bird song or human 

screams, truck noises or electronic sounds. To hear and watch videos of some 

examples, such as Leroy Anderson’s ‘The Typewriter Song’ and Edgard Varèse’s 

‘Poème Electronique’, log on to www.jacplus.com.au and access the weblinks 

for this chapter.

Unconventional sound sources

At the beginning of the twentieth century, composers experimented with all 

sorts of sounds and broke most of the conventional rules for making music. 

For example, John Cage’s piano piece ‘4'33"’ is made up entirely of musical 

rests, therefore silences. The factors that created the sound in this piece were 

audience noise, the turning of the score pages by the performer and the 

opening and closing of the piano lid. Composers of twentieth-century art 

music also experimented with the way instruments are played, for example 

composing a piece that requires a violinist to knock on the back of the violin.

To watch a performance of John Cage’s ‘4'33" ’, log on to www.jacplus.com.

au and access the weblinks for this chapter.

Electronic sound sources

An electronic sound is a sound that is produced or modifi ed by electronic 

means. There are two ways that an electronic sound can be heard: the fi rst is 

when a raw sound is electronically enhanced, such as by an electric guitar; the 

second is from a source that can produce sound only by electronic means — 

that is, by a synthesiser or MIDI. (Refer back to page 72 and read the section 

on synthesisers.)

CONCEPT CHECK ½½½ SOUND SOURCES

1. Name the four instrumental families of the orchestra.

2. Listen to the sound bite and list the instruments that you hear.

3. Listen to the sound bite. Describe the voice or voices in the excerpt.

4. As you listen to each of the following sound bites, identify the solo instrument 
featured.

Sound bite Instrument

SOUND BITE 4.13

Concept check — Sound sources 3

SOUND BITE 4.14

Concept check — Sound sources 4

5. There are several unconventional sounds in the sound bite. List all the sounds 
that you can hear.

Weblink:
Unconventional

sounds in music

Weblink:
4'33" by John Cage

SOUND BITE 4.11

Concept check — Sound 

sources 1

SOUND BITE 4.12

Concept check — Sound 

sources 2

SOUND BITE 4.15

Concept check — 

Unconventional sounds
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western

Performing media

Soundsvocal

SOUND SOURCES

SOUND

DESCRIPTIONS OF

TONE COLOUR

MUSICAL

EFFECTS

INSTRUMENTAL AND

VOCAL TECHNIQUES

electronic

unconventional
world

TONE COLOUR

COMBINING

SOUND SOURCES

soprano

alto

tenor

bass

membranophone

aerophone

chordophone

idiophone

strings

woodwind

brass

percussion

Classification of instruments and voices

INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL 
TECHNIQUES
The techniques employed in playing an instrument affect the quality of the 

sound. Some techniques are traditional and used by most instrumentalists on 

the particular instrument; some techniques may be non-traditional, usually 

initiated by the composer.

Traditional techniques
Traditional instrumental techniques are described in chapter 3 in relation to 

the concepts of ‘dynamics and expressive techniques’ (see pages 57–9). These 

techniques are important to tone colour as well as to dynamics and expressive 

techniques. They are covered in the section on expressive techniques, as it is 

the individual use of these techniques that contributes to the tone colour of 

the instrument and thus assists in creating the style of music. Refer back to 

chapter 3 and revisit the tables on traditional instrumental techniques 

(pages 57–9), keeping in mind that they are as signifi cant to the concept of 

tone colour in music as they are to dynamics and expressive techniques.

The concepts of tone colour 

and dynamics and expressive 

techniques are closely related. 

This is another clear sign that 

all concepts of music overlap.
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Non-traditional techniques
Non-traditional techniques are techniques used by the composer to 

experiment with the sound possibilities of the instrument. Such techniques 

are especially evident in art music of the twentieth century, when 

experimentation with sound was a signifi cant feature of music. Where 

traditional techniques are the conventional ways to play an instrument or 

sing, non-traditional playing techniques are the more unusual ways to use 

the instrument or voice. Non-traditional playing techniques are also referred 

to as unconventional techniques, as they do not represent the way that the 

instrument or voice is usually heard.

Twentieth-century composers of some forms of art music experimented 

greatly with instruments and vocal effects.

Composer’s explanation:
 * Gradually increase bow pressure until 

pitch becomes pure noise.
 ** Pedal tones are produced by moving 

bow very slowly while exerting great 
pressure. Since various ‘partials’ are 
obtainable, the player should calculate 
carefully distance from bridge and bow 

pressure in order to produce the lower 
octave.

 *** Several bow changes might be needed in 
order to produce a powerful sound.

 **** Strike with bow near pegs for a more 
percussive effect. [not shown here]

 ***** Hold maraca in right hand. If necessary, 
use left hand pizzicato. [not shown here]

Example of a score showing non-traditional instrumental techniques (excerpt from George Crumb’s 

‘Black Angels: Thirteen Images from the Dark Land’, Image 4: ‘Devil-Music’ (1970)) 

To see and hear an excerpt from a performance of George Crumb’s 

‘Black Angels’, log on to www.jacplus.com.au and access the weblinks for this 

chapter.

Weblink:
‘Black Angels 

(Departure)’ by 

George Crumb
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CONCEPT CHECK ½½½ INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL TECHNIQUES

1. Name three instrumental techniques for any instrument.

2. Name two vocal techniques.

3. Composition/improvisation. In pairs, using graphic notation, create a one-
minute composition using non-traditional playing techniques. Score your 
piece of music for three instruments. There must be one section in which the 
performer is to improvise over the graphically notated symbols.

4. Performance/improvisation. Hand your composition from question 3 to 
another group in your class to perform. Carry out a peer evaluation of their 
performance by answering the following questions: 
(a) How successful was the improvisatory passage that the group performed?
(b) What features of the score could improve the interpretation of the 

performance?
(c) Name three positive aspects of the score and how it was interpreted.

5. List four ways of using your instrument or voice traditionally and four non-
traditional techniques. List the techniques in a table like the one below.

Traditional techniques Non-traditional techniques

1

2

3

4

COMBINING SOUND SOURCES
Many pieces of music are composed for more than one sound source — for 

example, a guitarist with a vocalist, a five-piece band with two vocalists, or a 

string quartet.

Musical compositions are often in layers, with each layer involving a single 

or group of instruments or voices. We identify layers by listening carefully for 

particular instruments, voices, or instruments and voices combined. (The 

treatment of layers by the composer is discussed in chapter 5 as part of the 

concept of ‘texture’.)

When identifying the layers of instrumental or vocal groups, it is also helpful 

to identify their musical role. In most pieces of music, instruments or voices 

fill the melodic, harmonic and rhythmic roles. Try to identify these three roles 

first, and which instruments or voices fill each role, then break the layer down 

into the specific instruments that make up the layer.

Many combinations of tone colours in set groups have developed over time. 

The tables below list some solo and ensemble combinations you may hear, in 

instrumental groups and in vocal groups, and the musical genre in which they 

are mainly heard.

 HSC TIP  In this 

context, ‘layers’ refers 

to the contents of the 

musical layer, rather 

than the use of these 

layers in a piece of 

music. If you are asked 

to ‘describe the layers’ 

in an examination, 

interpret this as 

meaning you should 

discuss the concept of 

texture (see chapter 5), 

not tone colour.

An ensemble is a group of 

musicians performing with 

various instruments and/or 

voices.
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Solo and ensemble combinations in instrumental groups

Category Musical group Combinations Instruments

Western art music 
instrumental 
groups

Medieval ensemble Solo instrumentss¬

Small groupss¬

Bagpipess¬

Brasss¬

Harps¬

Percussions¬

Reedss¬

Stringss¬

Voices¬

Renaissance ensemble Solo instrumentss¬

Small groupss¬

Brass (trumpet; sackbut (early trombone))s¬

Keyboard instruments, including the harpsichords¬

Lutess¬

Recorders¬

Violss¬

Voicess¬

Baroque orchestra 
(seventeenth to 
eighteenth century)

Small ensemble String orchestra with soloists (usually fl ute, s¬

recorder, oboe, bassoon, horns)
Harpsichord continuo s¬

Classical orchestra 
(eighteenth to 
nineteenth century)

Medium-sized ensemble Larger string sections¬

Medium-sized woodwind and brass sections¬

Small percussion section, usually only two s¬

timpani (kettle drums)
Clarinet and piano developeds¬

Romantic orchestra 
(mid nineteenth 
century)

Large group of instruments All four groups in the orchestra expanded, s¬

especially the percussion section
New instruments (e.g. cor anglais, harp and s¬

contra bassoon) introduced to the orchestra 

Modern orchestra (late 
nineteenth century to 
present day) 

Large group of instruments Entire orchestra expandeds¬

New sounds explored, particularly through s¬

electronic instruments and experimenting with 
instruments’ limitations

Film orchestra Large group of instruments Entire orchestra expandeds¬

New sounds explored, particularly through s¬

electronic instruments and experimenting with 
instruments’ limitations

Individual 
instrument groups

Strings Orchestras¬

Quartets¬

Trios¬

Orchestra of the string instruments from the s¬

orchestra.
Quartet (fi rst and second violins, viola and cello)s¬

Trio (violin, viola and cello)s¬

Woodwind Usually clarinet quintet Woodwind instruments

Brass Usually small Brass instruments

Percussion Smalls¬

Mediums¬

Larges¬

Percussion instruments

Bands Pop band Rock bands¬

Rhythm and blues bands¬

Salsa bands¬

Vocalists (lead, backing)s¬

Guitar (lead, rhythm, bass)s¬

Drumss¬

Keyboards¬

Other added instruments (e.g. trumpet, s¬

saxophone)

Jazz band 2 hornss¬

3 hornss¬

4 hornss¬

4–8 instrumental playerss¬

Double basss¬

Vocalists¬

Keyboards¬

Drumss¬

Trumpet and trombones¬

Saxophone and clarinets¬
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Category Musical group Combinations Instruments

Bands (cont’d) Big band Bigger version of a jazz 
band, with 15 or more 
players

Double basss¬

Vocalists¬

Keyboards¬

Drumss¬

Brass (especially cornet)s¬

Woodwinds¬

Banjos¬

Military or marching 
band

Larges¬

Medium s¬

Woodwind s¬

Brasss¬

Percussions¬

Concert band Larges¬

Mediums¬

Brasss¬

Woodwinds¬

Percussions¬

Solo and ensemble combinations in vocal groups

Category Musical group Combinations Instruments

Small groups Solo Male solos¬

Female solos¬

Boy sopranos¬

Solo singers

Two or more Solo with backup singerss¬

Duets¬

Trio s¬

Two singerss¬

Three singerss¬

A cappella Smalls¬

Mediums¬

Large s¬

Singers without accompaniment

Large groups Choir Small

Medium

Large

Female choirs¬

SSAs¬

SSA and instrumentss¬

Male choirs¬

TTBBs¬

TTBB and instrumentss¬

Male and female choirs¬

SATB s¬

SATB and instrumentss¬

Opera Solo aria

Chorus

Solo singer usually with orchestral s¬

accompaniment
A group of singers in an opera, usually with s¬

orchestral accompaniment

Oratorio Solo singer with accompaniment, usually with an 
orchestra and choir

Number of sound sources
Each layer of a piece of music features at least one instrument, and with 

practice it becomes easier to identify them from their distinctive sounds. In 

an exam response, if it is diffi cult to identify the instruments in a layer, it may 

be useful to specify the instrument group (e.g. ‘woodwind’) or to identify an 

instrument that is close to it in sound (e.g. ‘fl ute-like’).

Sound source arrangements
An instrumental arrangement can be for either a solo instrument or an 

ensemble.
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Solo arrangement
The composer organises each layer into a particular arrangement for an 

instrument or instruments. In a solo arrangement one instrument or voice 

performs the main part, which is usually the melody.

Ensemble arrangement
In an ensemble a combination of two or more instruments or voices perform 

together. The combination of instruments is chosen by the composer from a 

range of instrument groups or from a specifi cally named group of instruments, 

such as a string ensemble, or a group of instruments belonging to a musical 

period.

An ensemble may be further classifi ed into two categories — small 

ensemble and large ensemble. Refer to the tables on pages 82–3 for a detailed 

look at some of the ensemble combinations that you may hear.

Arrangement

SOUND SOURCES

SOUND

DESCRIPTIONS OF

TONE COLOUR

MUSICAL

EFFECTS

INSTRUMENTAL AND

VOCAL TECHNIQUES

Number of
sound sources

ensemble

solo

TONE COLOUR

COMBINING

SOUND SOURCES

The features of sound source layers in music

CONCEPT CHECK ½½½ COMBINING SOUND SOURCES

1. Copy and complete the following table, labelling four small, medium and large 
musical ensembles.

Small ensembles Medium ensembles Large ensembles

1

2

3

4

2. Listen to the sound bites and identify the instrumental group in each.

SOUND BITE 4.16

Solo arrangement

SOUND BITE 4.17

Small ensemble

SOUND BITE 4.18

Large ensemble

SOUND BITE 4.19

Concept check — 

Instrumental group 1

SOUND BITE 4.20

Concept check — 

Instrumental group 2
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DESCRIPTIONS OF TONE COLOUR
After you identify the sound source in a listening excerpt, describe the sound 

in terms of tone colour. Adjectives are descriptive words and can be applied in 

your responses to tone colour in a piece of music.

Below are some examples of descriptive words that can be used to describe 

the tone colour of the instruments or vocal sounds in a piece of music.

airy

animated

bending

booming

brassy

breathy

bright

brilliant

buzzing

chalumeau

clear

clicking

coarse

comical

dark

deep

distorted

dramatic

eerie

fiery

flutter-tonguing

gruff

harmonic

harsh

haunting

high-pitched

hollow

jingling

light

lush

majestic

melancholy

mellow

metallic

muddy

muffled

muted

nasal

percussive

piercing

pizzicato

plucked

powerful

pure

rattling

raucous

reedy

resonant

rich

rumbling

rustic

sad

scraping

shaken

shimmering

shrill

slithery

smooth

solemn

sombre

sonorous

strong

sweet

thin

tinkling

velvety

vibrating

warm

CONCEPT CHECK ½½½ DESCRIPTIONS

1. Organise the above descriptive words into categories using a table similar to the one below.

General 
descriptive 
words that apply 
to all musical 
instruments

Descriptive words 
that apply to 

strings

Descriptive words 
that apply to 

woodwind
Descriptive words 

that apply to brass

Descriptive words 
that apply to 

percussion

2. Listen to the following sound bites. Using a table like the one below, label and describe the instrument providing 
the melody.

Sound bite Instrument
Description of instrument 

providing the main melody

SOUND BITE 4.21

Concept check — 

Tone colour description 1

SOUND BITE 4.22

Concept check — 

Tone colour description 2

SOUND BITE 4.23

Concept check — 

Tone colour description 3

 HSC TIP  Using a 

descriptive word will 

help your answer, but 

you need to explain 

why you have used it, 

referring to the musical 

aspects of tone colour. 

State where you hear 

the sound and what is 

producing the sound.
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MUSICAL EFFECT
Composers choose certain instruments specifi cally for their tone colour. Some 

can create the precise musical effect intended by the composer. For example, 

composers of fi lm scores write music to fi t the ‘feel’ of particular scenes in the 

movie, such as fear or suspense or romance. Below are some words to describe 

the musical effect that composers may develop in their music through tone 

colours.

aggressive

calm

energetic

erotic

euphoric

exciting

futuristic

happy

majestic

melancholic

mellow

sad

sensual

sombre

spiritual

stimulating

transcendental

uplifting

SOUND BITE 4.25

Majestic effect

Style
Style is mentioned in chapter 3 with reference to the use of dynamics and 

expressive techniques to create the style of a piece of music. These dynamics 

and expressive techniques must be applied to sound sources in order for the 

style to be created. Therefore it is the composer’s choice of the tone colour and 

then of additions, such as the expressive techniques, that contributes to the 

making of the style.

Polystylism
Poly is from the Greek meaning ‘many’. Polystylism refers to music that 

features two or more styles. The change of style is its contrasting feature, 

while the composer chooses musical features to unify the piece. Examples of 

polystylism are ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ by Queen and ‘Bridging the Gap’ by Nas.

CONCEPT CHECK ½½½ MUSICAL EFFECT

1. Draw up a table like the one below and list the instrument/s that each musical 
effect is most closely associated with.

Musical effect Instrument most associated

aggressive

calm

energetic

euphoric

exciting

futuristic

happy

majestic

melancholic

SOUND BITE 4.24

Sad effect

 HSC TIP  The 

examiners are not 

interested in your 

opinion. Describe the 

sound, not what you 

think of the music.
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Musical effect Instrument most associated

mellow

sad

sensual

sombre

spiritual

stimulating

transcendental

uplifting

2. Composition/music technology
Imagine you have been commissioned to compose the music for your favourite 
fi lm. 

(a) For the particular scene from the fi lm you have chosen, use the table format 
shown below to:
 (i) write a paragraph to describe the scene
 (ii) list the appropriate instruments for the scene
 (iii) write a description of the instruments or voices you have chosen
 (iv) describe the musical effect that you are trying to portray.

Paragraph describing the film scene

Instruments or voices 
for the scene

Instrument or voice 
description

Musical effect from 
the instrument or 

voice chosen

(b) Create a 16-bar composition for the score in one of the following forms:
 (i) written score (traditional notation)
 (ii) written score (non-traditional notation)
 (iii) using a computer music sequencer.

(c) Comment on the ways in which your composition differs from the original 
music from the fi lm.
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Mind maps are a way of visualising information. This mind map shows the 

features of the concept of tone colour that can be applied to any listening 

piece. It is a useful revision tool.

Arrangement

western

Materials

Production methods

Types of sound

Performing media Non-traditional

Traditional

Soundsvocal

Style

SOUND SOURCES

SOUND

DESCRIPTIONS OF

TONE COLOUR

MUSICAL

EFFECTS

INSTRUMENTAL AND

VOCAL TECHNIQUES

Number of
sound sources

electronic

unconventional
world

polystylism

ensemble

solo

TONE COLOUR

COMBINING

SOUND SOURCES

wood

metal

string

skin

electronic

hit

blow

scrape

shake

pluck

acoustic

electronic

synthesised

soprano

alto

tenor

bass

membranophone

aerophone

chordophone

idiophone

strings

woodwind

brass

percussion

vocal

 HSC TIP  Mind maps are 

a useful revision tool for 

the HSC Music 1 Aural 

Skills exam.
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LISTENING ACTIVITIES

1. Copy and label the blank mind map below from your understanding of 

what you have learnt in this chapter. Put the relevant words you have learnt 

on the branches provided.

TONE COLOUR
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2. Your teacher will play a listening excerpt.

(a) Using the mind map that you labelled in question 1, circle what you 

hear.

(b) When you have finished circling features on your mind map, collate 

what you have heard and, on a separate sheet of paper, complete the 

following exercise based on the same listening:  

‘Describe, discuss and analyse the use of tone colour in the excerpt.’

3. Apply the knowledge learnt in this chapter by finding a piece of music and 

analysing all aspects of tone colour.

4. Listen to the excerpt your teacher will play and complete the following 

exercises.

(a) Outline the sound source combinations that you hear in the excerpt.

(b) Use graphic notation to describe what you hear in the first minute of the 

excerpt.

5. The following template provides a useful way to answer a question based 

on the concept of tone colour. Listen again to the excerpt used in question 4 

and use this template to identify what you hear in the excerpt.

General questions

WHAT?
What is making the sound?

HOW?
How is the sound being produced?

COMBINATION?
Is it solo or ensemble?

Identify:
materials¬

type of sounds¬

Western instrumentss¬

non-Western instruments s¬

vocals¬

Identify:
instrumental or vocal technique (traditional 
or non-traditional)

Identify:
number of instrumentss¬

instrumental arrangement (solo or s¬

ensemble)

Specific questions

WHEN?
When is it happening?

WHO?
Who is performing?

WHAT?
What are they doing?

Identify:
section of the piece of music (e.g. verse 1)

Identify:
specific sound sources (instruments, 
voices, unconventional sounds, electronic 
sounds)

Identify:
specific detail as to what the solo or group 
of instruments or voices is playing or 
singing 

6. Class discussion. How important is the choice of instruments for a piece of 

music? As a class, discuss various styles, noting which instruments would 

suit particular styles of music.

CD TRACK 11

CD TRACK 12

CD TRACK 12
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HSC-STYLE QUESTION

An excerpt (2 minutes 12 seconds) of ‘Nexus’ by Don Banks will be played SIX 

times for you to answer this question.

Time:  First playing short pause

 Second playing 30-second pause

 Third playing 1-minute pause

 Fourth playing 1-minute pause

 Fifth playing 2-minute pause

 Sixth playing 2-minute pause

Discuss the use of tone colour in this excerpt.

PAST EXAM QUESTIONS

Explain how the performing media are used in this excerpt. (2002)s�

In this excerpt, how is variety created through the use of tone colour? s�

(2002)

Discuss how tone colour is used to create interest in this excerpt. (2004)s�

Comment on the roles of the sound sources in this excerpt. (2006)s�

Board of Studies NSW HSC Music 1 Aural Skills Examinations

CD TRACK 13
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